F R ag R a nC E

Black coffee, rum and coconut water are just three of the unexpected
gastronomic notes to infuse fragrance this season. original,
addictive and utterly delicious, they’re almost good enough to eat
Beauty Directi o n: Sam antha Flowers
Photography : Mik k el Russel Jensen
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VELVET
ORCHID
Notes of rum emerge
from the indulgent,
creamy base closely
followed by wisps of
caramelised honey.
This lively cocktail
of a scent – rich,
strident and almost
masculine – is
a mood-enhancing
blend best enjoyed
in the dusky allure
of a leather-boothed
bar, sheltering
from blustery rain.
£72 for 50ml,
Tom Ford
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BLACK
OPIUM
A double shot of
black coffee, an
overdose of sugar –
our daily cravings
have been bottled
by the fashion
house known for
its rock ’n’ roll
aesthetic. An intense
rush of musky white
jasmine dances to
the surface before
a hearty core of
coffee, tempered
with vanilla, shuffles
to the top. The
crisp, velvety aroma
is as alluring as
the thought of that
first caffeine hit.
£44 for 30ml,
YSL (available
17 September)
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DAISY
DREAM
In this, the seventh
Daisy in Jacobs’
chain, a breeze of
coconut water
scatters through
sweet notes of
blackberry, pear and
lychee before rising
to the scent’s
surface. Memories of
just-baked crumble
skip to the fore, fresh
yet comforting – it’s
the touchstone
of a new season
ripe with promise.
£39 for 30ml,
Marc Jacobs
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PREMIÈRE
EAU DE
TOILETTE
Like an olfactory
time machine, one
spritz whisks the
wearer to a warm
Mediterranean
evening in the
Seventies. The
headiness of freesia
and jasmine billow
through the
tanginess of
balsamic and
champagne, evoking
a mood that is
both carefree and
celebratory. Gucci’s
incomparably
overt and sexy
hallmark fades
away, replaced by
a softer, subtler
take on femininity.
£46 for 30ml,
Gucci
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POISON
EXTRAIT
DE
PA R F U M
An instant thwack
of spiciness – sharp
and hot – fuses
coriander and
black pepper with
vanilla. The sister
scent to its Eighties
namesake, clean and
modern yet just as
potent, it dresses
skin in a proverbial
power suit and
killer heels. Not
for the timid.
£140 for 15ml, Dior
Make-up: Caroline
Barnes at Frank
Agency using
Max Factor
Nails: Jenni Draper
at Premier Hair
and Makeup using
Chanel a/w 2014
Nail Collection and
Précision Body
Excellence Nourishing
and Rejuvenating
Hand Cream
Model: Francis
at Unite
Hand model: Rissikat
at Body London
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